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The type used in this heading

is from

Sheep Men will Pay more Taxes
Next year on Account of
Increased Values
"

Valuations placed by the territorial
board of equalization upon the different classes of property throughout
the territory of New Mexico, at its
regular January meeting, 1907.
On the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railroad company, from its Albuquerque depot north, per mile,

Common

Improved
head

goats, per head
Angorp goats, per

1.

00

2.00

per head
Burros, per head
Swine, per head
Sheep,

1.75
2.00
3.50

Banks.
National and other banking stock
and surplus, at 60 per cent of its par
On all its side tracks and switches, value, and all real estate and im
per mile, $1,000.00.
provements belonging to such banks,
On its' Blossburg branch, per mile, to .be assessed as other property in
$3,500.00.
that locality, except banking build
All valuations upon other property ings where any portion of its cap
belonging to railroad companies do- ital stock is invested in such building business in the territory of New ings.
Mexico, except main tracks branches,
Telegraph and Telephone Lines.
side lines, switches and rolling stock,
carying one
All telegraph lines
is hereby fixed at the same valuation wire, per mile, $50.00.
as such property was assessed in the
For each additional wire, per mile,
various counties in the year 1906, that $5.00.
class of property including buildings,
Local telephone companies, in
round houses, repair and machine cities, towns and villages for each telshops, tools,
implements and sup- ephone instrument, $10.00.
plies, and all other property not inFor long distance telephoen comside lines, panies, charging rates not to exceed
cluded
in main
line,
switches and branches and rolling 50 cents per message, per mile, for
stock, and in case there is any addi- one wire, $20.00.
tional property of this class which
For each additional wire, per mile,
was not assessed in the year 1906, its $500.
valuation is hereby fixed and estabFor long distance telephone comlished at the same valuation as simi- panies charging rates more than fifty
lar class of property was assessed in cents per message, carrying one wire,
the year 1906.
per mile, $50.00.
The Santa Fe Pacific railway lands
For each additional wire, per mile,
in alternate sections at 25 cents per $5.00.
acre.
We again call attention to the fact
Agricultural Land.
that some district attorneys arc negAgricultural land in actual cultiva- ligent in their duties and are not
tion with permanent water rights not properly enforcing the law regardless than $15 per acre.
ing the collection of taxes.
Agricultural lands actually in cultiWe also call attention to the fact
vation without permanent water that assessors do not pay enough atrights not less than $7.50 per acre.
tention to the assessment of lumber
Agricultural lands capable of culti-tio- companies and coal lands in the vari
(but not actually in cultivation, ous counties of the territory, and any
under ditch or artesian lands, not less omission should be looked into and
than $5 per acre.
corrected by the county commissionGrazing Lands.
ers.
Grazing lands with stock water
It is well to mention the fact that
thereon by wells or otherwise, so lo- there has been a marked increase in
cated or situated as to utilize privi- the return of all classes of property
leges of grazing
on government throughout the territory, especially in
lands, per acre, $1.25.
towns and cities, and also a more
Grazing lands so situated or locat- uniform and equal assessment and a
ed as to utilize grazing privileges on great increase in the collection of
government land, without stock wa- taxes during the last two years.
ter, per acre, $1.00.
JAMES S. DUNCAN,
Grazing lands other than above
President.
specified, per acre, 30 cents.
Attest:'
Timber lands, west of the Rio VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Grande within ten miles of railroad
Secretary.
0.

'

$5.00 per acre.

Timber lands east of the Rio
Grande, within ten miles of any railroad, $3.50 per acre.
All other timber lands over ten
mHes from any railroad, $1.50 per
acre.
Coal lands within ten miles of any
operated railroad, per acre, $20.00.
Coal lands, more than ten miles
from a railroad, per acre, $10.00.
Mineral Lands.
All patented mineral lands, other
than coal lands, per acre, $20.00.
The value fixed upon agricultural,
timber, coal, mineral and grazing
lands are intended to apply to and
include all land grants, and agricultural, timber, coal, mineral and grazing lands on such grants, shall be
classified and assessed as such by
the proper officers.
City, own, village and all' other
property not herein enumerated shall
be assessed upon a basis of 60 per
cent of its cash value.
Stock horses, per head
$12.50
Saddle horses, per head
15.00
American horses, per head.... 40.00
American mules, per head
50.00
Common mules, per head
15.00
Stock cattle north of the 35th
parallel, per head.....,....',. IO.00
Slock cattle south of the 35th
parallel, per head
9.00

Cattle, other than range i stock
peí head
.V.'... ;'...'.',:
4

,1

it.

r

.

.

15.00
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i
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the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.

Good
Valuations Placed
By Territorial Board
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Fortune for
An Old Rancher A

After holding through every vissi-tud- e
incident to frontier life and facing all the hardships that could be
years, Alex.
crowded into twenty-on- e
Wersonick, familiarly known to his
friends as "Dutch" Aleck, last week
transferred his entire right and title
in his old ranch of 1,200 acres and
1,280 acres additional, which he had
recently purchased, over to the Yankee Fuel company.
The consideration cannot be named in exact figures
but it, is reliably stated to amount to
many thosuands of dollars.
This
property lies 011 Barela Messa, be
ginning one mile and a half east of
Yankee, which is eight miles east of
Raton, and a town built up by the
industries of the Yankee Fuel company.
It was through some strategy that Mr. Wersonick accomplished
the sale of his old homestead, which
lies still farther east of Yankee on
Barela Messa. The land lying between this homestead and Yankee
was held by a half dozen or so of settlers, most of them foreigners, and
was conceded to be the probable purchase of the Yankee Fuel company
at such time as they should pleasi
to use it. After they had purchased
and used this land, would come Mr.
Wersonick's only chance but "Dutch"
Aleck was not asleep for he . lay
awake nights to conceive a plan
whereby this large and powerful corporation would need his land, need it
badly and immediately.
So he saddled his .horse with some of the old
determination that marked him when
he rode the range in days gone by
and hied him to his ncighbprs and
laid his plan of immediate sale before
them, riding night and day and never stopping until a contract for every acre which lay in the way of his

family only fairly well provided for,
for naught.
He named his price,
which was but a fair one, and insisted that the company pay it; this was
a most important deal for the corporation; they could go no farther
east without a wide and costly detour and the securing of this bit of
land meant the assurance of their
success in the Yankee district. And,
very little more delay, the
after
deal was closed, and Alex. Wersonick
transferred to George T. Peart,
and general manager of
the Yankee Fuel company, his right,
title and interest in the above named
real estate. Mr. Wersonick was entirely satisfied with the sale and
speaks in complimentary terms of
the treatment accorded him by the
company to which he sold. Mr. Wersonick owns no other property in
this vicinity except a seven acre tract
called Wersonick Addition, which lies
adjacent to the Miners' hospital
grounds in the southwest part of
town. Here Mr. Wersonick will build
an elegant and comfortable home.
Mr. Wersonick's family consists of
himself and wife, two sous and a
daughter. The eldest son, Aleck, is
employed by the Yankee Mercantile
company, the youngest is' at home
with his parents, and the daughter,
Miss Julia Wersonick, a very popular
young lady in Raton, is a present
spending a few months in Panama,
where she went last November with
friends, anl is at present in Colon,
but expects to return home in April
or May. Mr. Wersonick has not enjoyed the best of health for the last
few years and feels this altitude rather high for him as well as for his
daughter and expects to arrange a
home somewhere on the coast foi
sale of his own land, was in his their use aprt of the time, but theii
pocket.
real home will always be in Raton
"Dutch" Aleck had not rode the Mr,. Wersonick expects to invest F
range and faced the storm, coming part of his fortune in Raton proper
the twenty miles from his home to tics and securities, and will always
Raton in the early days for supplies, retain a full interest in Raton atu
poorly clad and the wants of his her people.

NO. 3

Mesa Farmer
At the Capitol

Commissioner Burch while in
Santa Fe last week Said
Many Good things
What d ) you think of a man who
would induce his
to move
away from town so that he coull occupy the vacated
house? That is
what was done by E. N. Burch of
Raton, a prominent rancher and a
member
of the Board of County
of Colfax county.
Commissioners
However he could not be blamed
under the circumstances as it did
not require much persuasive argument on the part of the astute
son-in-la-

father-in--

law.

Mr. Burch has been in the capital
for a few days attending the meeting
of the territorial board of equalization. He was seen last evening at
the Claire hotel by a reporter of the
New Mexican. The incident came up
in the course of the conversation and
he chuckled after he had related it.
It happened in this way, to use his
own words:
"I rented my farm and leased my
cattle several months ago and moved
to Raton.
There were no vacant
houses to be found anywhere in the
town and it was a month before, I
I might
finally got a place.
have
been looking for a house yet if it
hadn't been that my
He had been
moved to California.
thinking of going out there for some
time and I rather encouraged him."
Farming on Johnson's Mesa. '
Mr. Burch has been engaged
in
farming for several years on John-sou'- s
mesa, a fertile stretch of table
laud seven miles in width and four
teen miles in length, which lies about
He is
twenty miles south of Raton.
of the opinion that this particular
tract cannot be excelled anywhere in
New Mexico when it conies to raising crops of grain and vegetables
without irrigation. Speaking about
its advantages for agriculaurtal purposes he said:
"Farming is being carried on very
party went from Raton to Kahler, successfully on Johnson's mesa. I
where they went through the mines, am more interested in it than any
looking over the many new improve- tiling else because it is my home.
ments of the company there and from was settled in the first place by coal
there they went to Vermejo, where miners who went out on a strike.
they took the F.I Paso it SouthwestIt was supposed at the time that tin
ern to Dawson. The Rocky Moun- mesa was valueless for farming purtain party returned from Dawson to poses on account of its high altitude.
Raton and the Denver party proceed- The cattlemen there did all they
ed to El Paso. The Denver gentlecould to discourage the new settlers
men expressed ' themselves as much
pleased and very much surprised at
the improvement, not alone at the
mines of the Rocky Mountain company, hut with the new railway and
general outlook. There is no significance in a business way to be attributed to this visit as it was merely
a pleasure trip, following a tour of
inspection of the properties of the
American Smelting & Refining company officials in southern Colorado,
The Utah Construction company of
while enroute to their refinery at El Ogden, Utah, the corporation which
Paso.
has had the grading of the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain & Pacific road in
this county, completed their work on
last Tuesday, and the last car of
their materials and outfit was shipped
brought down the body and gave on Saturday afternoon.
him a decent burial.
The old man
The work extended over a period
had lived very hard, though he al- of more than fourteen months, and a
ways seemed to have placer gold story of the daily progress would
about him, which he took from claims bring out many interesting features.
surrounding his cabin, belonging to
More than one hundred and ten
the Maxwell Land Grant, claiming miles of grading was accomplished,
for his subsistence the living the the greater portion of it by teams, as
world owed him. He is said to have the nature of the ground was such
confided to friends in town that he that the steam shovel was of little
worked daily in the placer ground use, except in the deeper cuts. Most
was done on a level
and had buried his findings against of the work
although
his day of need, but death overtook country , comparatively,
him suddenly and whatever he had there was stone work in the canons.
of treasure lies buried in some
Picturesque Cimarron Canon was one
spot near the old cabin in of the most difficult pieces of work
which he died. If he real .name was, ever done in the southwest. Here
as he claimed, Joe Smith, the intellithe engineer accomplished some wongence may reach any friends' he may derful feats, in keeping
the grade
have had through the public press. down to the requirements of a transIf his name was not Joe Smith, his continental railroad, and the conidentity is lost and who he was may struction company had plenty to do
in handling the heavy work here. In
never be revealed.
son-in-la-

Denver Smelter Men
Visit Colfax County

A party of railroad men and officials of the American Smelting &
Refining company came down from
Denver on Thursday to take a trip
They
over the Rocky Mountain.
came in their own special car and
were joined here by J. van I (omiten,
and general manager
of the Rocky
Mountain & Pacific
railroad and W. A. Gorman, general
pasenger and freight agent of the
The Denver party in
same road.
cluded Messrs. Young and Johnson,
of the Colorado Fuel & Iron com
pany, and Messrs. McGowan of New
PAINTER HAS SERIOUS
York, purchasing agent of the Amer
FALL FROM SCAFFOLD. ican Smelting & Refining company,
E. W. Eekles,
of the
E. C. Eals, a painter employed on American Smelting & Refining comthe new round house building of the pany, J. A. Sproul, traffic manager of
and Mr. SchuRocky Mountain Route, fell a dis- the same company
tance of about fifteen feet, on last macher, traffic manager of the El
Friday, and sustained serious inju- Paso & Southwestern railway. The
ries.
Eals, who has been working here
for some time, lives in Trinidad. His
injuries consist of two broken ribs
and a number of bad bruises. He
The body of Joe Smith, a hermit,
was taken to his home in Trinidad
who had lived for fifteen years iri
on the train Saturday morning.
a lonely nook in Willow gulch, neai
Elizabethtown, was found on Mon-laA GOOD PLACE.
of last weekjy a deputy sheriff
FOR A LAUNDRY.
from Elizabethtown.badly decomposed
and with the face eaten away by
T. J. Belisle of Raton, came down mountain rats,
The
old
mar
011 business on the Sunday evening had been accustomed to come to Eliz
train, and looked over the laundry abethtown every few weeks and ocfield. Mr. Belisle has two laundries casionally received mail at the saon his hands at Raton, and Cimarron loon of Jake Kammemeyer; and, as
would be a mighty good place to he did not come for some time, his
friends in town became fearful that
put one.
Miss Dugan, of Ute Creek, is vis- something might have happened to
iting her aunt, Mrs. Grant Shahan. him; after a few days' wondering, a
deputy sheriff was sent up the moun
tain to the old man's cabin and found
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Webster of his body as above related. It is
the Urracca Ranch, near Cimarron, supposed, from the appearance of
left on last Thursday for a trip to the body, that he had been dead for
Chicago, where Mr. .Webster will a week or ten days.
Some friends
transact some important business.
of his from
went up' and

Hermit Bears his
Secrets to the Grave

1

but being compelled to make a living
some way the miners turned farmers,
and clung to it. The result is that a
which
country was developed
we
think can not he surpassed in New
Mexico for dry farming. I might say
farther that the value of the laud in
that locality in the last few years has
increased from $2.50 to $12 an acre.
Good Crops of Grain and Vegetable,
"The principal products consist (A
small grain such as oats, wheat and
barley and potatoes. Our potatoes
are not excelled even by the famous
Greeley potatoes. Where sugar beets
have been tried they have grown
abundantly and without any trouble.
There has never been any test made
of the beets raised 011 the mesa as
to their sugar bearing qualities but to
all appearances they are as fine as
those raised in Colorado.
"Our average yield of winter wheat
for the past five years has been about
fourteen bushels to the acre. Wheat
has been raised there that made
two
bushels to the acre.
If it
wasn't for the wind in the spring the,
average crop per acre would be much
larger. There is always more than
enough wheat to seed the ground
that is blown away. The average
yield of oats is about thirty bushels
but we very often see fields that
make from sixty to seventy-fiv- e
bushels tothe acre.
forty--

Fine Opening for Creamery.
"Johnson's mesa it seems to me
would be an ideal place for a creamery. Cattle "f all kinds do well and
milch cows will give an abudanec of
milk off of the native grass from
itality of butter
which an excellent
I
can be made.
am rather timid
about having anything printed that
concerns myself or my doings but
on our own farm we have made for
the last four years from an average oi
eight cows during the year a little
over four hundred pounds of butter
.vhieh was sold at thirty cents jer
pound.
"The Yankee Fuel company has established a coal camp at Yankee only
ten miles away that will to a great
extent consume all the produce that
we can raise which of course will increase the value of the laud by
Continued on last page

AID IN RAILROAD BUIL DING
the earth work along this canon the
ground in many instances would have
assayed enough in gold to have more
than paid for its removal, if tho
means to. work it had been at hand.
In the upper Cimarron in days gone
by were many placer diggings, and
the traces of the old sluices and rockBut railroa4
ers are still found.
contractors arc too busy to hunt for
gold and if there was any pay dirt
turned over it will remain for the
more fortunate prospector and the
smelter man to reap the benefits.
Along the entire line of the mad,
ideal conditions prevailed.
Feed and
supplies were to be had in our own,
market here, and at several point
along the road. The labors of the.
commissary department were com.
paratively easy. Climatic conditions,
coupled with the fact that the road
section
runs through a
made the work exceptionally easy as
compared with most contracts. Wa
ter from running streams was obtainable at all times within a radius
of three miles from the grade or
camps. The hospital department
onnext page)
d

THE CIMARRON NEWS AND PRESS
Published every Thursday at Cimarron, New Mexico
By the CIMARRON PUBLISHING COMPANY

Conditions at New
Mexico Penitentiary
Captain Arthur Trelford, superintendent of the New Mexico penitentiary at Santa Fe, was recently interviewed and said:
"Conditions in the penitentiary are
moving satisfactorily. The routine of
the prison continues smoothly and
without interruption, and from the
present outlook the year will be a

MINING ITEMS FROM
ELIZABETHTOWN.
The Golden Ajax mine, in Willow
.Tilch, will start work on a large scale
in the near future. This property is
a mountain of ore and handled on
large scale will be a big producer.
The Black Copper mine from
which assays as high as $276,000 in
go!d to the ton have been taken, will
resume work in the spring.
The Golden Era Mining Co. with
Mr. Jack Bidwell in charge are opening up some good ore. This property is being operated by Philadelphia,
Pa., people and s a property of great
merit. They have five men at work,
and will increase the force in the
spring. This property lies on the
slope
of Baldy mountain,
west
2,000 feet north of the Deep tunnel
and h; 1 several good veins of ore on

A fine quarry of sand 'stone eight
miles up Cimarron canon on the
Rocky Mountain road, will be opened
at once for the purpose of shippings
building stone to Cimarron. Thil
building stone is of many beautiful
shades of color and will doubtless be
used for many beautiful homes in
this vicinity.
p

tentiary who with federal prisoners
from all the other western states and
territorial prisons, will soon be taken
to the government prison at LeavSUBSCRIPTION TWO DOLLARS PER YEAR
enworth, Kans. The removal of Ok
Work was commenced Tuesday on
DISPLAY ADVERTISING 15 CENTS PER INCH
lahoma and Indian Territorry prison
the hotel building of Duckworth &
ers from the Leavenworth prison has
Marling, the Raton" gentlemen, who
made this concentration possible. I
had served notice of the divorce acADVERTISERS.
will furnish Cimarron with a good
do not know the exact date when it
There are advertisers and adver- tion upon the defendant.
hotel on the north side. The cost
successful one.
is proposed to remove these prisonis
This
the
who
same
was
Ladd
at
of
this building is estimated at sometisers.
The most successful class of
"We have at present some twenty ers, but it will be between now ar.j
one time was probate judge of Colthing over five thousand dollars.
advertisers are the men who are al fax county. He lived
United
States
prisoners
peni
in
the
of
the
first
March."
nine miles north
ways at it. They adopt the best ad of this city and the walls of the Ladd
PRACTICE GAME OF POLO.
vertising medium, (the leading news ranch house still stand a few hundred
A polo game for practice was
WORK
paper of their locality) and then stick yards north of French station on the QUICK AND
played Sunday afternoon led by red
to their text, till every reader of that east side of the Santa Fe track. He
eric TIM'.
vvimncY. uincr players were
YARD
CREW
BAD WRECK them.
T
paper is a constant customer of practiced law as well as conducting a
W Bpnrrlc Moll rV.nl,., T r
. j
T
i
theirs. Another kind of advertiser, ranch. Ladd was a peculiar charac From the' Raton Range.
string of cars could not be overtaken
ir.o
The Old Baldy Mining Co. has re vis. AOiirecifi
nrmnn
vaidez ann
Monday while the night crew were by an engine.
and a class that aré not nearly so sue ter, summer and winter he wore a
organized with offices at Elyria, O., Wilkins. A permanent polo organicestui, put in an ad occassionally, linen duster and rode in a two- - switching in the south end of the Number 2, passenger east bound, and will start work on their proper- zation will be effected and polo
and then wait awhile to see the re- wheeled cart, always in a big hurry.
grounds will be arranged on the
yards, a cut of cars were thrown on nine hours late was expected. Quick ty in the spring. They own the
sults from that ad before trying an- From here he went to Los Angeles.
group on the west slope of north side. The ponies used were
action was necessary. The yard masmain
line
the
near the top of the hill
Buying people forget that Springer Stockman.
other.
ter gave orders to ditch them. The Baldy mountain. Fifteen hundred from the Uracca and French ranches.
at considerable speed.
these fellows ever were in business,
A baseball team is being talked of
engineer opened the throttle and feet south of the Deep tunnel they
Tom Owen and Eugene Ferguson,
and takes the next ad to remind the
The engine gave chase but owing plowed them into the ditch, demol- have a good property and will open and if it is organized the Townsite
readers of the paper that the firm is cattle men who have been spending to failure of the coupling on the car ishing the cars.
up some good ore in a short distance. company will furnish grounds on the
few days in this vicinity looking
alive. Then another long silence ocThe Bobtail Senate mines in north side for the use of the team.
to work it wás imposible to stop
Quick
heady
and
on
work
the
part
curs, and the man who advertises after busines interests, left for their them. From the south end of the of the crew possibly averted a
Grouse gulch, owned by the Smith-fiel- d
serious
steadily is getting the business mean- homes near Folsom Saturday.
Co., .of Pittsburg, Pa., will re
Memorial, passed by the New Mexyard is a
grade on which a wreck.
time. Spasmodic advertisers are just
sume work in the near future. They ico Educational Association, at its.
like th; little boy who pulls up his
Some time since two business men
have a very fine property with sev- twenty-firannual session,
garden every little while to see if it got on the same train enroute to a I
eral rich viens of srold ore from
To the Governor and Members of
is growing. Advertising will make
which rich o'i has been taken. They the Council and House of Represenneighboring city to look over the
your business grow it you leave it
have a good milLon the property.
tatives of New Mexico:
business situation. Both found exüü
Keep everlastü
alone long enough.
mm üü
The
Co.,
Woodland
Cleveland,
of
nn
Gentlemen: We, the members of
wwwothmmwothmmmwm
cellent openings in their particular
ingly at it. Advertising is just as
Ohio, have a good group adjoining the Educational Association of New
lines, and both saw that the town and
much a part of your business as buythe Bobtail Senate mines and will Mexico, respectfully ask your carecommunity had a great future. One
.
ing goods, renting a room and emopen
them up in the spring. They ful consideration of the following:
man got in touch with a man who had
Will Walsh of van Houten, spent ords, Saturday evening and Sunday, have a tunnel on the property and a
ploying clerks. Learn this, and you
(1) Experience in the states has
a lot to sell in the business district, Sunday in Raton.
The young people all attended the vicn of good ore.
Jiave achieved success.
proved that the plan of selling the
and bought it at a price which made
ball at Aztec hall, on Saturday evenThe Dredge wil resume work as lands given by congress for the supa nice profit to the man who had
Mrs! F. W. Brooks spent last Sat- ing, and the young ladies returned
The examinations for the Rhodes
to
soon
as the weather permits. They port of public schools and educationscholarship for New Mexico opened been holding it for several years urday in Raton, returning Saturday Raton Sunday.
have the richest ground ahead of al instiutions, and investing the profor the town to improve, evening.
waiting
at the university this morning and
them and wil pay their owners good ceeds in bonds, mortgages, or oth
The other mart, who had always
will continue till tomorrow evening.
Charles Springer went to Raton on dividends again.
er securities, has resulted in reduclived
in
a dead town, failed to see
Georges,
Raton,
of
Frank
spent
Three young men are engaged in the
Tuesday on a business trip.
Deep tunnel into Baldy moun
The
ing
the income on account of bad
the
possibilities
wonderful
of
last week with Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
effort to obtain the prize: Ralph
tain in Big Nigger gulch, is in investments, dishonesty, and carelessproseprous
and
growing
comunity.
Records.
Taschcr and Hugh Bryan of AlbuKirk White, of the Hobbs Hard- 2,000 feet. They are pushing the ness. On the contrary, those states
querque, and Frank Light of Silver Lots were too high and he did not
ware
company, of Raton, is in Cim- work and will encounter some of the that have adopted a fair system of
Mrs. George Campbell
buy. He met all the knockers of the
returned
City. The final decision will not be
arron, doing the plumbing work on rich gold and copper viens that are leasing these lands have obtained an
community,
and
a
visit
months'
agreed
Saturday
from
with
two
them
reached before sometime in March
the new home of Master Mechanic J. known to exist in Baldy mountain income for theif educational system
that the town would go to the devil in the east.
or April.
W. Records.
and tap the supply source of the that is constantly increasing along
anyhow. That there was a little busplacer gold at the base of the
with their increasing expenses.
In
C.
R.
Ponil
Park,
van
Houten
of
iness
there, but it wouldn't last. He
A writer in the Atlantic Monthly
Miss Logan, graduate nurse, of Raof these states, as Nebraska
several
Sunday
morning
in
was
town
came
disappointed.
sour
home
and
tells about the great power the counton, is at present residing with the
Give us a railroad so that we can and Montana, a leasing system has
to Raton.
try press exerts in congress. As a Next year we'll tell you how these
family of Frederic Whitney.
get
capital to come into Elizabeth- - been developed that is fair to the tents'.atter of fact, the congressmen, the men came out. One of them lost
town and we will show you a mining ant and also to the state, as that the
Wm.
Mrs.
went
to
Which
Whiteman
was
it?
editor of country weekly in his disEngineer Jack Leonard, who ha camp that will make Colfax county
tenants feel safe in making good im- -'
on last Thursday to visit her
trict says than he does to what the
had the regular passenger run for famous. We have the mineral, what
provements on the land leased.
OLDEST
SANTA
Mrs.
FE
Lane.
'
New York Herald, or the Chicago
some time, began a ten days' vaca- we want is capital to develop it. We
Such a leasing system has been
CONDUCTOR IS DEAD.
Inter-Oceaor the Washington Post
tion op Monday and left for Flag- have gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc
Mis Belle Livingston was the guest
in New Mexico, and is in fair
stated
staff, Ariz., where he will visit with and other metals with plenty of fine
tays. If a congressman reads a critworking condition. Therefore, we
John Bender, the oldest conductor of Mrs. J. K. Hunt in Raton last
icism in a metropolitan newspaper
his brother.
timber and water, and a climate that respectfully request that the territor-- .
on the Santa Fe in point of service Wednesday and Thursday.
of something he has done, or failed
cannot be beat. Let the merchants rial officials be assisted by every way
died at his home in Newton, Kan.,
Mrs. A. C. Thompson returned last and business men all over our coun
lo do, he regards it more as an ad- Tuesday morning.
S.
has
D.
ac
Raton,
Cheesbro,
of
possible in their efforts to develop
Bender was con
Friday from St. Louis.
vertisement of himself than as a
ty put their shoulders to the wheel and perfect the leasing system for
ductor on the first train that passed cepted a position as brakeman for
to him. He knows that the over
of progress and advertise the re- - the school lands, and that the laws of
the Santa Fe line west of New- the Swastika Route, and is at present
Mrs. George Webster was quire ill sourcs
men who elected him will not see it,
of the western part of the
years ago, and had breaking on the work train at Pres- - on Saturday but
territory be amended as follows:
ton, thirty-thre- e
has since improved county. Get up a nice cabinet of the the
while the attention of the country
been in the employ of the Santa Fe '.cr..
All lands already granted or that
enough to be about.
has been called to him by a paper
minerals from this district and put shall be hereafter granted to the terever since hat time.
Railroad men
that circulates over the country.
A. L. Elliott, of Chicago, has ac
one at the Santa Fe depot and one ritory or state of New Mexico for
have muny anecdotes of his dealings
Jack Kelley of Preston was among in the St. L M. R. & P. depot.
But if, in a country paper of his diswith the cowboys p.nd frontiersmen cepted a position as bookkeeper at the guests of Mr.
the support of the common schools
and Mrs. J. W. will do my part in getting
trict, appears an article criticising
dubegan
his
and
the miner or of educational institutions, shall
that rode his trains in the early days. the Urracca Ranch,
Records Sunday.
hir., he breaks his neck to find out
als for the cabinets. That is what be withdrawn from the market and
ties last week.
what has happened to cause it. He
made Colorado.
Her papers and her shall not be sold, except as such as
N.
Parker
Black,
a mining engiknows that several hundred voters
Mrs. J. W. Records visited friends
push, and you will create a market are actually needed for the location
neer, who has spent some months in
will read it, voters who will cast a
n Raton last Wednesday and Thurs
for all your goods at home.
of schools, churches, cemeteries, right
The board of county commission day, atending the performance of the employ of the Maxwell Land
ballot for or against l.im at the next
of way for public roads, irrigation
election, and he goes to work at once ers of Colfax county, New Mexico, Murray & Mack at the coliseum, Grant Company in the vicinity of
DASN'T DO IT.
and reservoirs, and such pubditches,
Red
River
and
Elizabethtown,
wil
conhas
receive
sealed bids for the
to square himself with the editor, alWednesday night.
Dasn't do it; we mean publish all lic necessities.
removed to Cimarron and has office
though he would have paid no atten- struction of a reinforced concrete
that has been going on in Springer
(2) We believe the office of countion whatever to the same thing if it arched bridge across the Cimarron
Quite a number of Cimarron people room with the Cimarron Lumber this week, however interesting it ty superintendent is one of the
most
company.
had appeared in a metropolitan daily. river at the town of Cimarron, in said attended the Murray & Mack attracwould be. We pass by the insults important in
county and one that
the
Mona.
until
ten
o'clock
m.,
county
The success of Senator IMumb was
tion at Raton last Wednesday night.
considering the irresponsible source deals directly with the most vital inMrs. Charles C. Cunningham and
du? in a great measure to the fact day, March 4, 1907.
Theatre parties for Raton could be
ami the feelings of innocent ones it terests of the community, that of
All bids must be accompanied by made up in Cimarron very easily, little son of Springer are spending a would injure. We are inclined
that he kept close tab on the counto for- the education of the youth of jur
try newspapers of Kansas. He sub- certified checks on some national and would be a very pleasant feat few days with Mrs. O. H. Colgrove. get such things, have a sort of
land. We therefore urge the need
scribed for practicaly every one of bank in this county for 10 per cent of ure of social life here. We underin that respect.
of such legislation as will secure a
Ira
Duckworth,
Cimwho
came
to
bid.
them, and his clerks read them, cutstand there are some good attractions
Springer Stockman.
man of practical school experience
Plans and specifications may be booked at the Coliseum next month, arron on business Saturday also atting out and bringing to him whatfor
the office of county school supertended
dance
the
reAztec
at
hall,
seen
the
office
at
of
the county clerk and Cimarron should send a good
ever of politics or public thought
A dozen or more men are at work intendent;
and further, we ask that
turned home Sunday. William Marthey contained. I lumb could sit of said county. The board reserves crowd.
on the sewer ditch caft of the round a law be passed making women eliling,
is
Mr.
who
assoDuckworth's
the
right
reject
all
any
to
bids.
or
disdown with a country editor, and
We also urge
ciate in business in Cimarron, came house which will be the escape for gible to this office.
E. G. TWITIY,
cuss issues and quote exchanges in a
SATURDAY NIGHT BALL
the waste water.
the need of legislation to remove the
down
Sunday
and
Monday.
returned
County Clerk.
way that would make the editor beWAS A JOLLY AFFAIR.
conflicts and ambiguities in the pres
Raton, N. M., Jan. 21, 1907.
The usual Saturday night dance at
lieve that he himself had not kept
Traveling Auditor Williams of the ent school law, and to harmnoize
Mr. Clarence Haynes and Mrs.
the
good track of things in Kansas.
Aztec hall, was a very enjoyable af
Swastika route, accompanied by Mrs. same.
fair, as all these dances are. The at- - Dora Smith of this place were mar- Willi.ims came down on Monday
Plumb's memory was wonderful, his
(3) We believe that the present
Raton on Saturday. They
industry unending, and his ambition
endance was the largest of the sea ried
support of the schools with funds
were
accompanied
from
here
by
Mr.
son, and the music which was furunbounded. And one of the things
derived from liquor and gaming linished by the Cimarron orchestra of and Mrs. Clarence Leathcrman who
that he denied of more importance
Four coyotes sprang up beside the cense is illogical and repugnant to
with
returned
them
Sunday
afteron
rl-pieces,
all
five
r
than
was to keep in close
was very tempting to the
track Sunday as the Rocky Mountain all friends of education, and we benoon.
young people.
touch with the country newspapeis
to Cimarron and lieve that great good would result
Mr. and Mrs. Haynes have both train was going
of the state.
A supper was served at Edward's
From them lie got inafter running quite a distance stopped from a law placing the revenue debeen
employed
M.
by
Mr.
M.
Chase
spiration and kilo ledge. He did not
Cafe, and the delightful weather add- ind looked with apparent curiosity at rived from liquor and gaming licenses
it is presumed that they yill con
f cd to the enjoyment
care what the N'ew York World
Coiitinurd from pag 1
of the promcn- - and
the speeding train.
to the support of the courts of the
to
tinue
reside
there.
Their
very
thought of him so long as the Mediade after the dance. To the people
Deputy Sheriff Farmer of Dawson territory and placing the' direct taxes
many
in
friends
this vicinity wish
cine Lodge Cresset, the I'.mporia Kc- - necled with the camps had little to who are spending their first winter
who was a passenger took a few now levied for the support of the
I .1,..
r (. .1 ...
.1,.. A. I,
r.ol.I,.
do, although there were a few minor in Cimarron, it was indeed a novelty them a long and happy life.
shots at the wolves from the rear courts to the support of the schools.
to go out, with very light wraps, to
other Kansas newspapers said he was cases of sickness.
coach which familiar sound seemed
(4) We are strongly opposed to
A
force
Satmen
of
commenced
111
a
all ri;lit. Ami tluy always said it.
ball
January,
The greatest handicap, as has often
to frighten them ami they continued licensed gambling, and urge the aburday
digging
a
trench for the pipe
been said during the past few months
Lawrence Gazette.
olition of this vice from our territiry.
line. Over seven thousand feet will their race across the prairie.
was the lack of competent labor and SWASTIKA OFFICE
in
be
put
as
rapidly
as possible and
"HABEAUS CORPUS LADD."
men experienced with the class of
BUILDING COMPLETED.
all new houses will be piped. Water
The Las Vegas Optic of the nth work demanded. An average of three
in the hundred
under the heading "Again
teams and five hundred
The office building of the Rocky will temporarily be furnished from
"Toils," has to say regarding a former men were constantly at work on the Mountain Route has been completed, the pipe line of the St. Louis, Rocky
i
L 11
company until
citizen of Golfa comity:
contract, but a great many more and Master Mechanic Records has Mountain Railway
"Attorney C. H. I.add, who, if we could have been used to advantage,. moved in. The water service men permanent arrangements which are
The Big General Merchandise
mistake not. Has once upon a time In the rock work required, more are fitting up their offices, too, and being planned are perfected.
probate judge of Colfax county, New than fifteen cars of powder were the other departments will be in.
.
Mrs. R. C. Hunter and two daugh.i
tons ,11 1.0s usei, ami there was never an acci stalled in a short time. The offices
'lcxHo, is again in inc
Goods
Angeles, Cal. He is known in that dent during the entire contract.
are very convenient and well built, ters came down from Raton last
city as "Habeas Corpus" I.add, and
The work has been virtualy accept- ana tne various otticers will find a week to join Mr. Hunter in a perma
nent home here. Mr, Hunter is manthis time a woman named Mr. Ma- ed by the Rocky Mountain com- pleasure in their ocupancy.
ager of the restaurant and rooming
bel Converse charges him with a sub- pany, and all the Construction comhouse for the Rocky Mountain near
ornation of perjury. It is claimed by pany's teams and materials h.we been RATON YOUNG PEOPLE
depot.
the
her that while acting as her attorney shipped to Salt Lake, Utah, where
ENJOY CIMARRON BALL.
A. H. Clinton and Mrs. Clinton of
in obtaining a divorce from her hus- they will be used in a short time in
Miss Kate McGrath and Miss Ella
band, Edward Converse, Ladd per- a new- - contract in the western coun-- i Hahn, of Raton, and Mr. Donald Trinidad visited Raton and Cimarron
suaded a man named M. W. Chase, try
Frease, Mr. W. H. Hickman and Mr. last week with a view to going into
F. W. BROOKS, Mgr.
We Solicit VoHr Trade
a process server, to make a false
Offic-- s
will be maintained here in W. T. Farrell of Preston, were K.iins. They returned to Trinidad
Thursday.
affidavit September 19. 1906, that he the Roth block, for the present.
guests of Mr. and Mr. J. W. Rec- -
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Store

Clothing

Hardware

Furniture

Groceries

Queensware

Hay and Grain

!

ft

TO

MONEY

LOAN

Attention Cimarron citizens I I have
just opened up a new Furniture store
and am prepared to sell cheaper than
aoy one, will sell on the

Installment Plan
Also bare plenty of money to loan on
any good securily, including furniture
carpets, etc. I will pay car fare to and
from Raton, to any one buying

$50.00 Worth of
Goods, Including
Jewelry, Watches, Diamonds, Silverware, Guns, Ammunition, Musical
Instruments of all kinds, Furniture
Carpets, Rugs, Springs, Mattresses
Comforts, Blankets, Pillows Trunks,
Suit cases, Razors. Strops, Brushes
New and Unredeemed clothing

FOOD PRODUCTS TO
BE INVESTIGATED.

RAPID RISE OF VALUES
OF NEW MEXICO LANDS.

And Venders Should Be Careful Not
The sale of lands on the Las Vegas
to Violate New Pure Food Law.
grant to farmers of the middle west
go on rapidly. About
Raton merchants engaged in the continues to
have changed hands
acres
10,000
sale of food products should exerfew days. The price
within
last
the
cise great care and see that they are
six
in
has
risen
months from $1.25
complying with the provision of the
acre
an
acre. Since it has
an
to
$8
pure food law, which went into effect
demonstrated
that the mesa
been
on January I, and which was pubVegas
Las
can be profiteast
lands
of
lished in full in this paper a short
irrigation,
the
ably
cultivated
without
time ago.
steadily
lands
demand
for
has
the
At the present time government
pure, food officers are reported to be been increasing. The precipitation at
in the west conducting a special in- Las Vegas averages more than ninevestigation. They will surely visit teen inches yearly and for the last
this city within a short time, although two years has been more than twenty-tinches. The Campbell Dry
it is not likely they will herald their hree
Farming
association of Denver has
coming.
disposed
of
its interest in the Campwill
be
Among other articles that
farm near Las
bell demonstration
disgoods"
sampled will be the "wet
& Westerman, a local
Vegas
to
Erb
pensed over the bars. The governfirm, who wil make a demonstration
ment will determine whether fusel
on
640 acres included in the farm for
numerous dopes sell as
oil and
years.
three
real
article
whisky, or whether the
is put across the bar. They will also
An able objector out in Iowa comdetermine the quality of beer and
Amerid
in a
plains
wines sold here. There is more than
"wild-lanperiodical
this
can
that
a probability that it will not improve
raze'' is taking away from his comthe whisky drinker's appetite when he
monwealth
thousands of men and
consees labeled on the bottle the
causing the local banks much hardtents of the stuff he is about to drink.
ship. He opines that folks presently
It is expected that the pure food will realize
that Iowa land is better
law will result in a much better class
and so wil come bacK
wild
land,
than
heretofore.
It
of food being sold than
home
sheep return.
even
lost
as
has been claimed for some time by
folly! The truth is that
What
utter
much
of the
magazine writers that
is 30,000 less
foodstuffs sold is not what it is repre the population of Iowa
it was two years ago, most of
than
sented to be.
loss occassioned by the Great
With the requirement that the con this
Trek.
That is not because Iowa lands
be
labeled
tents of any package must
are no longer good, but because they
so that the purchaser may see just
are no longer cheap.
what he is getting there will not like
ly be any more deception, for the eye
Ever see such weather? Hardly,
is sharper than the taste.
unless it was last year, or the year
before in New Mexico. For the past
ELIZABETHTOWN NOTES.
ten days the weather has been warm
and balmy. Men in shirt sleeves, and
Prospector:
Red
River
From
ladies in shirt waists, without wraps,
Will Mclntire of the Deep Tun
every day. New Mexico winters are
nel, is spending the winter at Long
rivaled in perfectly enjoyable tem
Branch, California.
perature, only by the unequaled sum
Ra
from
Ph
returned
Zulen
Baron
With business good,
mer climate.
ton and other points the latter part
and everyone prosperous, New Mexi
of last week pleased to again be at
co isn't so bad a place to live in, after

CIMARRON
Improvement Comp'y
Will Build a House to Suit and Sell it toYou on
Monthly Payments amounting to 2 per cent of first
cost with interest on what you owe at the rate of

10

JW1Y PAY RENT?

widely-circulate-

For Further Information Address The

d

Will Pay Carfare One
Way to Any One

Purchasing $25.00
Worth of Goods
Raton Loan Office
MRS. S. REDAK, Prop,
Raton, N. M.

ew Roth Block

St. James
Hotel
Cimarron, New Mexico

Comfotrable
Heated
Rooms
Good Meals

home.

$2.00 Per Day
Hack Service to
Depot

The Golden Era people have their
winter quarters completed and are
now busy working the mine and tak
ing out some fine ore.
Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Bess and son,
returned from Kentucky, last Friday.
They have been visiting the doc
tor's parents and other relatives for
the past month.
Jack Mclntire, a brother of the Mclntire Brothers of the Deep Tunnel,
arrived from Iowa last week and will
we understand take an interest in
that company with his brothers.
The organ for the school building
and other public gatherings has been
ordered and is expected soon. The
people were very liberal in their help
in buying the organ.

all.
M. B. Stockton, familiarly known
as "Thike," will for the 'steenth time
take up his residence in the capital
city, during the session of the legis
lature. Mr. Stockton will be the able
representative of Colfax county in
the council, this term, and this is as
surance that the county s interests
will be well taken care of.

How to Route

Express Packages

Cimarron
Improvement Com'y
Cimarron, New Mexico
SWASTIKA

CONTRACT

IS COMPLETED
VV. L. Wattis, secretary and treas
urer of the Utah Construction Co.,
has finished
the contract for the

(EL

Raton, New Mexico

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

Taxidermists

Livingston

...MEAT MARKET...

DRUGS

Fresh and salt meats and supplies.
Prices the lowest in the county.

Cimarron,

1

New Mexico

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor

í

Cimarron,

Nw Mexico

was

Of

fere.

,

Manager,

Remsberg Mercantile
Company ::':..n::
Wholesale Grocers

Weare prepared to ship immediately straight
or mixed cars of anything in Groceries, Flour;
Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats, Lard.
Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given to our Orders

Raton,

New Mexico

CT.EDWARDS
RESTAURANT

AND BAKERY

Opposite Lambert Hotel
First Class Meals, 35c

Drugs, Patent
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Medicines
Toilet Articles
Rubber Goods
S. WILSON
Soaps and Perfumes, etc.
Raton Drug Co.

Fine Liquors and Cigars

Herbert P. Green,

Schroeder's Drugstore

E'town

Littrell

And SUPERINTENDENCE of your RESIDENCE,
BUSINESS BLOCKS, BUILDIMGS of all kinds
and BRIDGES, and your MAFS, PLATS, BLUE
PRINTING and DRAFTING done by
..

....Architect....
Raton. New Mexico

Enterprising

General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.

Have the Plans. Specifications

building of the Swastika Route, taken by his company a year ago last
Office and Residence Phones
July and leaves with the grading of
this road completed from Des Moines All Work Promptly Executed
to Ute Creek, a distance of 93 miles,
and from Clifton, on the main line, to
Raton, a distance of six miles. The
work of this company
has been
passed jpon and approved by the officials of the Rocky Mountain com$ For anything youneed in Drugs, Medicines or Toilet Arti-i- (
pany, and rails are laid and trains
running on all of the road except a
cles, etc. Our Stock is complete and our Prices are right
short distance from Des Moines west.
Two train loads of men and materials
Special attention given to Optical WoaK, and Satifsaction
left here on Thursday enroute to Des
Moines,
via Trinidad.
From Des
Always Given.
Spanish Spoken
Moines the work of laying ties and
rails will be pushed along as rapidly
as possible and it is thought that the
latter part of February will find the
road accepted and ready for use, and
that regular trnins will be running
over it by Mnrrh I.

Shipments of express matter in
tended for Preston, Kcehler, Verme
jo, Cimarron and Ute Pnrk.N. M., and
points in the vicinity of these towns,
CATTLEMEN MEET.
AND- should be routed via WellsFargo Ex
Charles Colroye went to Denver
bs this express' company oper on a business trip on Thursday.
prés,
The cattlemen, representing near ates over the St. Louis, Rocky Moun
ly every section of Grant county, met
tain & Pacific Railway.
A pool of Philadelphia capitalists,
in Silver City and agreed that they
represented
by Colonel Hunter, have
for
$14
would hold steer yearlings at
Golden Fra and adja
purchased
the
spring sales. They claim, and with
Flizabethtown.
claims
at
cent
more
reason, that the seasons are
favorable, that their yearlings have a
The body of Joe Smith was found
better growth, fuller ages and better
Monday in his cabin about fif
ast
Raton has an industry, while yet
bred than ever before and that the
miles from Flizabethtown. The
teen
far
bids
infancy,
fair
to
n
its
reach
prices of beef in the great markets
man had evidently been dead for
justify better prices for the range biyond the mountains and vast plains
ome time, as his face had been bad
that surround our great but yet pracman.
,
ly
eaten by the rats and signs of de- tically undeveloped territory. tl is
mposition
were present.
Xcw
Mexico
as
Taxi
known
The
dermy Company, organized by C. W.
Henry S. Allison left today for
llague and F. W. Fritz. While little
Fe, where he will have busSanta
is known by the general public of
iness during the session of the legisanmounting
birds
and
the process of
lative.
imals, yet a general interest and apis
by
of
the sight
preciation
expressed
the masterpiece of this work.
Mr. Fritz is an expert in this line
and the many elegant pieces adom- ng the walls r,i their new rooms,
Send your orders for
119 West Clark avenue, attests to
s ability.
This company was organized Sep-tember 20, loot), and in its short ca-- 1
mounted
rcer has sent out sixty-thre- e
deer heads besides other birds and
animals to all parts of the United
States.
Those pieces of master work are
splendid advertisements, for the first
question asked is, "From whom and
where did you get that?" With the
result that by every sale we at home
reap the benefit from it.
They prepare all work from the
tannery department to mountings
and rug making.
.to the
NEAR ROCKY MOUNTAIN DEPOT 1
Through the energetic and busi
ness getting ability of Mr. C. W.
Hague they cannot find time from
filling their orders to make up stock
L. D.
for display. They have mounted on
hand, six large eagles, besides deer,
hawk, owl, quail, squirrel, and many
small animals. In their live display Cor.
5 3
are eagles, owls, and the targe tiro-b- e
r wolf that was captured for which
Mail
ore hundred tod fifty dollars reward

Leonard
H ay ward
First St

PER CENT PER ANNUM

Stowe, Mgr.
Phone 572
Second and Park
Special and Prompt
Attention to
Orders

J.

General Blacksmithing,
Wagon and Carriage Repairing Neatly Executed
New Rigs Built to Order.
Horseshoeing. Plow Work

CIMARRON

NEW MEXICO
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A PROSPEROUS TOWN, THE GATEWAY TO THE LAND OF
OPPORTUNITY
p

,

:

;

-

t

'IMARRON, Colfax County, New Mexico, is an old town

Si

which has taken a new lease on life since the coming of the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railroad. It lies at
the edge of the timbered foothills on the southern slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of that Range. It is most ideally and strategically located at
the entrance to the last great pass through the Rocky Mountains and as if in confirmation of the old saying that "the last is
always best," the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railway
Company in acquiring this pass have secured the best and shortest
line of all to the Pacific coast. And the Railroad has shown its
appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of Cimarron and
its confidence in the future of the place by selecting it for its
General Headquarters and for the location of its shops, and they
have been wise, for Cimarron is the center of a region which has
l
every resource one could ask. To the west are extensive deposits
of gold, copper and iron ore, which with the facilities for shipping
now afforded by the railroad will bring good returns even when
shipped to distant smelters and rich returns when smelters are
built at Cimarron
,
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forests with producing mills.

And the largest and finest coal fields in the southwest. The
latter have been developed to the extent that mines and coke ovens
are producing coal and coke by the train load.
Cimarron lies midway between the mineral and the coke,
miles or less for each.
with a down hill haul of twenty-fiv- e
To the East and South of Cimarron are hundreds of thous
lands of acres of rich alluvial lands that only need the application
of the water or the skill of the dry farmer to make of them one

win- -

'

While it has only been a little over a month since
regular
trains began running into Cimarron, business is
such that the road
has proven very profitable, and already
the town has been
work has been commenced on the grading
of the streets, a
newspaper has been started, a temporary water
system supplying
very excellent water both for drinking purposes
and for use in
boilers, as shown by the accompanying analysis by
R. W. Hunt &
Co., has been installed. The capacity of
this system is sufficient to
supply the needs of the town for a year by which
time a .new and
permanent system, conveying water, through
wooden stave pipes,
from reservoirs in the mountains, will be in
operation. Commo- -'
dious and convenient stock yards have been
completed and arelin
use. A freight depot has been erected.
The Railroad shops are almost completed.
A lumber yard
has been started and is supplying the daily
increasing demand for
building material. A construction company capable
of putting up
houses, store buildings and other structures
on short notice ha
been organized for the accomodation oí parties
who want buildings quick.
An Improvement Company will build houses
for those who
with to purchase on deferred payments.

A number of houses have beeen erected and
more are
underway but these are snapped upas fast" as they
can be

The soil is a deep sandy loam, with a clay subsoil, and needs no fertilizing other than that furnished by the
water from the mountain stream. Pomacious fruits grown on these
same lands took the First Prize at the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago.
In the Taos Valley, forty miles west, on similar land so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised good crops of wheat year
in and year out without rotation of crops and without the use of
any fertilizer other than the water, for over 300 years, and this
same wheat was pronounced the best in quality, of any exhibited
at the World's Fair in St. Louis.
To the west of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude
of from 9,000 to 14,000 feej and from these mountains flow never
failing streams of pure water, at once" sugestive of cheap power
and of irrigation.
Cimarron lies midway between the sources of these streams
and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the sugar
beet, fruit, alfalfa and grain. It is a beautiful and healthful country to live in and the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital
and labor because development has only just begun.
vast garden spot.

fin-ishe- d;

the demand for houses, already far in excess
of the supply is increasing daily and there is an
excellent opportunity
for invest ment in building houses to rent or sell.
Daily trains carry passengers, freight and express
and
will carry the mail in a short time. The railroad
runs through
the middle of the town and saloons are
restricted to the south
side of the track.

The St. Louis, Rocky mountain I? Pacific intersects
three important railway systems which are ten, thirty
and
seventy miles from Cimarron,, thus affords ample and com-
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prehensive transportation facilities.
Building material and fuel are abundant and
cheap.
There is clay for brick, and limestone for lime. An
unlimited
supply of building stone is easily quarried along
the line of the
rail road within a few miles of the town.
There are tracts of
pine timber as yet untouched which excell any
others in the
Southwest. Hundreds of thousands of cattle range
on every
side. Hunting and fishing in the hills
and streams nearby is
good. The scenery in the mountains is
magnificent and the
country offers every attraction to the lover of outdoor
life.
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IMARRON boasts of a climate uneaualed ehmh
America. The summers are never too hot and the

ters while crisp and cold at times are full of
sunshine. The
streets of Cimarron slope gently to the East and there is
a slightly
more pronounced fall to the South on the avenues so
that excel-ledrainage is assured.
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Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any locali- ty in the world. Following' is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
IN'CRl'HTING
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Influx of Settlers
To New Mexico
The most remarkable thing that
happened in New Mexico last year
influx of
tremendous
was the
The increase is esnew settlers.
timated by some papers to have been
90,000, or a third of the previous
population.
Though that may be an
overestimate, suppose the increase
was no more than 50,000, it still
means a most powerful influence for
development and progress brought
into the territory.
These 50,000 or 90,000 new people
are almost without exception
natives of the United
possessing
States, well educated,
some independent means, young and
ambitious, and having the virtues of
thrift and industry. They have come
fr.ini free choice to make new homes
for themselves and to better their
lot. They bring valuable experience
gained among the older and more settled environment of the eastern and
central states, and enter with intelligent ncal upon the work of building
up new communities in the west.
New Mexico has been very widely

CIMARRON
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
General Contractors

English-s-

peaking

Operates in all the Towns in the
Territory

S. E. PELPHREY
Gen'l Manager

Cimarron,

N. M.

Clifton, 'Ariz.,
Jan. 18. Senator
Dorsey, who is backed by English
and French capitalists, has 'closed
deals for 160 claims in this district,
among which are the following well
known properties: The Stevens Copadvertised through the statehood agr per company, 48 claims; the Lezin-sk- y
group, 34 claims; the SUiott
itation, an.l taking advantage of '.he
publicity ilready accorded, the rai'.-- r Wright group, 27, and the Celtic
oaus hive engaged in an actve cam- group, 20 claims.
paign for homemakers. New MexDevelopment work has already
ico has1 ,ast areas of government land commenced on some of the propericady for the settler, and the terms ties.
have appeared attractive to the northThe company when organized will
erners aMd easterners looking for a be one of the strongest in Arizona,
new location and reached through the and will be prepared to build railrailroad bureaus. There has also roads to .the mines and erect concenbeen a heavy movement into New trating plants.
Mexico from Texas, so that the Pecos va;!y is Wrongly influenced by RANGE CATTLE DAY
this factrr in t!'e population.
PASSED IN WEST.
New Mexico has lain comparatively dormant for many years, until re- Stock Raisers Must Become Stock
Feeders as Well and Visit the
cently. There has been steady, subStock Shows.
stantial growth, but nothing spec-

Now, however, the movetacular.
ment seems to have turned her way,
and before the next census the territory will have added to her population an immense body of picked citizens who will
with the
progressive spirits of the old regime
to build up a powerful, rich, populous and productive commonwealth.
El Paso Herald.

Union County

Wants Rustler
THE BIG STORE

E. N. Burch of Raton, a member of
the board of county commissioners of
Colfax county, was an arrival today
in the capital. He came on business
connected with the territorial board
of equalization. Santa Fe New

J. E. Geddes was at the Peacock
a day or two this week arranging to dispose of more of them
He is a full hand
o the capitalists.
,vhen it comes to making things go
in a hew camp. Cimarron (Okla.)
.nines

Always the Leaders in
GOOD GOODS and

LOW

Pre-Invento-

PRICES

ry

tion Sale

Reduc-

Now

On

...Cohn Brothers...
MERCANTILE

COMPANY

The News is the best country
paper in the territory

Sheriff Gallegos of Union county
Raton for the purpose of ecurs-in- g
one Arvan who is in the county
jail on a Union county warrant
charged with cattle stealing. There
is doubt of Gallegos
accomplishing
his purpose as it is supposed there is
a reward offered for the apprehension of Arvan and the Colfax author
ities propose to have something more
than their labor for their pains, and
if a reward is to be paid they pro
pose to keep it here.

The plant of the newspaper which
printed the offer of reward nearly
two years ago has since suffered a
fire and all files and records were
lost, those concerning Arvan with

is in

the rest.
Arvan is said to have a most unenviable reputation and it is safe to
presume that he will be kept in the
Colfax county jail under the warrant
issued by the Union county officials
until the next term of court.

News.

Another Railroad
Coming This way

White, the photograhper, came in
from Raton yesterday and tried to
get a room suitable to set up a gallery for taking pictures but could not
find one to suit him. He was here
several years ago and amused the
natives with a phonograph. Since
that time phonographs have become
It is reported from Wichita that
as common as potatoes. Cimarron
the
first contract for throwing up the
(Okla.) News.
grade for the Englewood, Liberal &
From the Raton Range.
Trinidad railway has been let and
H. A. Griebel of Cimarron went to that contracts for other portions of
and nu-- t Mrs. the
Trinidad Sunday
roadway would be let as soon as
Griebel who came from Grand Juncsufficient bids could he received.
tion to join him. They were joined
The Englewood, Liberal & Trinihere by A. E. Morrison of Las Ve
dad railway is to be built from Englegas, a brother of Mrs. Griebel. Mr.
wood, Kas., to Trinidad, Colo., by
and Mrs. Griebel went to their CimIt will give
way of Liberal, Kas.
arron home on Wednesday where Mr. Wichita a direct line to Colorado. It
Griebel is employed with the Cim
is also proposed to build the line to
arron Townsite Company.
Las Vegas by a circuitous route
around the Glorieta mountains so as
to reach the heart of the coal regions
of New Mexico and Colorado, and

evade the heavy grades, ft is also
proposed to divert a line from this
road through Beaver, the county seat
of Beaver county, Oklahoma, and
from Beaver southwesterly to the
Panhandle of the Santa Fe, thus tapping the best part of the Panhandle
country not now supplied with railroad service.
That these plans are .all the property of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is common belief.
The fact
that the Englewood branch has been
neglected as to track repair is given
as cause for the report that the company expects to reconstruct the line
and extend it farther into the west.
Optic.

CONCERNING
WITHDRAWAL OF
PUBLIC LANDS

Cimarron

LUM BERGO.

El Paso, Jan. 10. Ily virtue of an
received ycsterd'iy by the local
bureau of immigration, the territory
of New Mexico lias been placed under
its jurisdiction and T. F. Schumaker,
chief inspector here, will assume the
urdc-- r

increased responsibilities imposed upon him by the change on the 1st (lay
uf February, on which date the order
Mr. Schumakcr
becomes effective.
up to this time has had under his
charge the supervision of Chinese
work in Texas, with headquarters in
this city.
The recent report of Secretary
Hitchcock of the interior department
concerning the lands withdrawn from

Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Builders' Hardware

::;;;

CIMARRON
CIMARRON. N. M.
fmmmmmmmmMmmmmmmmmmmmatmKmám

t

' entry and filing since July I last, is
of especial interest to inhabitants of
the Rocky mountain and Pacific coast
states. This land is practically all in
these western states.
The report
shows that the total amount of land
withdrawn is 64,193,960 acres. Of this
amount all but 600 acres is supposed
to he coal lands located in the following states and territories: Colorado,
Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico, Oregon, North Dakota and Washington.
Land withdrawn for irrigation projects amounted to 1,006,457 acres and
the amount of land permanently
withdrawn for forest reservations is
j

20,3.20,253

acres.

Denver, January 18. The Western
Stock Show to be held at Denver
January
is a natural outgrowth
of the evolution that has been going
on in the live stock development of
the west. The days of the range
have passed away forever and the
live stock business of the future must
be conducted along modern lines to
succeed. Discussing the value of the
stock show to the western producer,
General Manager Boettcher of the
Western Packing company at Denver, a few days ago said:
"I feel strongly that every grower
of live stock in the western country
should by all means avail himself of
the opportunity to visit the show in
order that he may become familiar
with the class of stock which is most
desirable for sale, particularly at this
market.
"Last year's show completely demonstrated the fact that not only
could stock be properly finished but
also the fact that it was profitable to-dso. Formerly it was necessary for
the stockman to ship his feeders to
the corn belt to be fattened and finished for the market and now that the
live stock market of Denver has.
made such rapid strides and the demand for fat stock has increased, it
is no longer necessary nor in the future will it be profitable, for the
stockman to sell his stock as feeders.
"Every live stock center differs in
the character of fat stock which is
most in demand and I am quite sure
that every stockman who expects in
the future to market his stock in
Denver, would be greatly benefited
by visiting the coming show and ascertaining for himself what class of
stock sell best at this market. For
instance, certain weight cattle are
nearly always at a premium here and
the same applies to both hogs and
sheep, and if the western stock grower could become familiar with exact
ly what is wanted by the packers, he
would invariably realize more from
his shipments.
"Eastern growers have for many
years realized the importance from
an educational standpoint of the various stock shows which are given
annually, which is attested to by the
fact that the attendance at all the
shows has shown an enormous in- crease each year over the one previous. The western grower must realize that in order to get the best results he must be able to take advantage of the experience of others and
this is best brought about by the annual exhibition of stock brought from
various sections of the country."
19-2-

SANTA FE IMPROVEMENTS.
From the Raton Range.
The new power house which is biatlon about the 15th of February.
Orders have been given for the remodeling and the painting of the
passenger depot.
The freight house will be moved
about one hundred feet south to enable them to erect a new building.
Work on ten miles of new side
tracking will be commenced immediately.

Arrangements have been made to
park the Santa Fe grounds from the
depot to North Second street. This
improvement will give Raton a hande
ing completed will be placed in
appearance.
oper-som-

s--;

NEW MEXICO PIONEERS,

LUMBER Co.

SENATOR DORSEY BUYS
ARIZONA COPPER,

Elect Officers at Their Regular Annual Session Held Yesterday.
The annual meeting of the Society
of New Mexico Pioneers was held
Thursday, being the second Monday
in January, at the oificc of Hon. L.
B. Prince, the secretary.
In the absence of the governor of
the society, Hon. Amado Chaves,
Page fi. Otero presided.
Ttue'n.oale4on of' officers re
suttfd as fulluw: Governvr, Amadu

captain general, J. Amado
Lucero; alcade mayor, H. L. Ortiz; ' Albert P. Hunter, a mining engisecretary, L, B. Prince; treasurer, J. neer of twenty-fiv- e
years' experience,
D. Senao councilor, F'clix Martinez; is a visitor to Las Vegas from his
Santa Fe county, A. headquarters' office at Elizabeth-towStaab.
Colfax county, New Mexico,
If a proper interest were taken in en route for Cochise, Ariz. Mr,. Hunthis organization, there is no reason ter is manager of the Golden Colfax
why it should not become one of the Mining company at E'town and will
most important patriotic societies in likely remain in the Meadow city
the country. Nowhere were there for two or three days, Inspecting
more gallant deeds performed and jprat of the local raining proposimore sacrifices endnfW, 'than Sere in tions, morí i! i matter pf iaforma-tio- o
(San anything !&: Optic.
Nw Mexico.
Chaves;

n,

C. A. Whited

Gold and Silversmith BRItT BITS OF NEWS

ST. LOUS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIfIC
Dai,y

FROM THE SPRINGER STOCKMAN

The Finest and Best Goods at the Least Money They

Raton.

The justice of the peace and con- a resident of Springer, writes from
stable election in the various pre- - her home at Galena, Ilinois, and in
cincts of the county passed off very part she says: "Please send me the
quietly and orderly so far as can be i paper published at Springer, a
learned, while in some the contest friend of
was very spirited up to the closing frm ,,.,.
t
ii une i.
i
ii wuuiu
iu i
:
.1
of the polls.
c
T.
oo.
u opuugcr. is
jvv win Hum ucti uiu
In this precinct the ordinary vote
Herman Goodman stil living in your
was cast. J. F. Hutchison received
town, also .Mrs. A. sever?
As to
86 votes for justice with Q scattering,
the inquiry the former lives at Roy,
making a total of 95 cast for justice New Mexico, while the latter's ad
dress is unknown to us.
of the peace.
For constable Douglas Wright reIn a letter from our old citizen and
ceived 94 out of 96 votes cast.
A. Curtiss, from Hudson, O.,
friend,
There was only one ticket in the
this
he says: "Mrs. Curtiss
week,
field in this precinct. A little occurrence that some desired mentioned and myself are both usually well.
here, happened during the day, but Am doing nothing but taking care of
we pass it unnoticed, as it would in eleven head of stock (one horse and
jure some feelings of more innocent ten chickens) and keeping the house
ones.
warm. Have had an open winter so
At Cimarron there were three far, a few cold nights and one or
tickets in the field and thee contest two light falls of snow, but lots of
was lively all day. A Mr. Wilson rain and cloudy weather. With kind
was elected justice of the peace and regards to you- - and yours and any in
Will'am Winters constable.
quiring friends, I remain yours re
At Colmor, precinct 19, there was spectfully." All their friends here
only noe ticket in the field, J. T. Fer will be pleased to know that they are
nandez for justice and J. Benito Mar- well.
Both were electtinez for constable,
Ace and Louis Brown are working
ed.
In East Lase Vegas the demo- at the carpenter trade at Dawson.
cratic candidate for justice of the
D. A. Clouthier has been somewhat
peace was elected over the present in- a sufferer from rheumatism during
cumbent. Judge Bope. The reason the week.
for Bope's defeat is said to be due
Roy Clouthier is now in the employ
to his opposition to county division.
At Roy, Mora county, the demo- of Appel & Co.
crats elected Pablo Branch justice of
Edward Corbett and family are
the peace.
now living at Dawson.
Wagon Mound, Mora county, heretofore one of the Strongest republi
Yesterday
somewhat
was
it
can precincts in the county, was car- breezy.
ried by the democrats, Rafael GalleAttorney Roderick was here yes-- 1
gos being elected justice of the peace
from Raton.
terday
and Albert King for constable.

,.,

A. Haimbaugh

Civil and Consulting Engineer
Plans, Specifications, Surveys, Estimates, Inspection, Superintendence, lor
Sewerage systems, Water works, Dams, Reservoirs, Canals
Municipal Work

Examination and Reports made oí Coal,
eral and Timber Properties

Min-

The Lobby Saloon & Cafe
CHARETTE & BRACKETT, Props.

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Billiard
Room In Connection

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

J. R. Charette

Bro.

&

General Merchandise
SEASONABLE GOODS

.Taylor went up to
Raton yesterday. The board of com
missioners meet today for the purpose of canvassing the election results of Monday and to issue certifi
cates of election to those receiving
the highest number of votes for the
respective offices.
Commissioner

MEN'S BOOTS
$6.00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we are selling for

$4.50
Best heavy drill, without bins, the 75c grade, we want you to wear 'em

50c per pair
Heavy drill bib overalls, mighty good value, worth $1.25 in any
market, we are selling them at

CANNED GOODS

& Bro.

New Mexico
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LITTRELL BROS,
i

Harness and Saddlery

HarnessSundries

The Best Line of Saddles in Colfax
County,
We do not carry a cheap
eastern make of saddles, but the celebrated Flynn Pueblo Sadies, which we

Sell at Pueblo Prices
We have in atock the best goods, and
our pi ices range from $35 to $60.00
We meet all mail order prices, quality of
goods considered, and save you freight

Littrell Bros.

cimarrón; new mex.
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W A. GORMAN,
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Leaves
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train
arriving In Damon,
M., at
"":,iuiwi.nKy.
boh tnwMtern Ky. Train No. 123,leavirg l)awsou, K. M.. at

p.m.
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a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
10 p.m
10:Uo a.

AgU,
Pa.
Katon, New

Meilco- -

Raton, New Mexico

Capital Paid Up

$ 100.000

?

Surplus and Profits (Earned)
'.
Deposits

ftiO.000
$800.000

Oldest and largest Bank in Northern New Mexico.
Safety Dhposis Boxes in Connection.
Depositary for the A, T. & S. F. tfy St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Ry., aDd Coal Companies, Territory
of New Mexico, and County of CJfax.
Accounts from Merchants, Corperations, Individuals, and
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid
on time peposits. If any change is contemplated in
present banking arrangements please correspond with us.

C. N. BLACKWELL.

Cashier

Wholesale Hardw're l
Builders supplies, Tin Roofing, Galvanized Structural
Iron Work, Nails, Bar Iron
and Steel, Paints and Oils,
Cook Stoves and R.anges.
Horse Shoes, Corrugated
Roofing and Complete Line
of Tin and Granite Ware

Mrs. R. Dillon was down from Ra

ton last Sunday on a short visit to
relatives.
MÍ6S Fay Aldredge returned home
Wednesday from a short visit at La
Junta.

J. B. Martinez, the jeweler, with
his family, are visiting in Raton
Jake Floershim of Roy was in the part of this week.
city last Sunday, returning to his
J. M. Valdez has been confined to
home Monday.
On the 28th of this
his home at the ranch west of the
month Mr, Floersheim-wil- l
leave for
city this week owing to illness.
Hamburg, Germany, where he will
attend the golden wedding of his paMrs. J. At. AlcLalnster was very
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Floer- sick a day or so the first of the week
sheim, both having enjoyed life to- at her home, but is now well again.
gether for fifty years next month.
Mrs. Robert Hern was in Springer
The parents are each 83 years of age. from her home at Dawson Tuesday
and Wednesday on business.
R. E. Alldredge and wife and little daughter went down to Las VeMarion Brown has been down from
gas Monday immediately after re- the ranch near Dawson this week visMAXWELL CITY NOTES.
ceiving the sad news of the death of iting his relatives here.
Miss Bertha Hanson, sister of Mrs.
C. N. Rlackwell of Raton was in
This fine weather does not promise
Alldredge.
this city Thursday afternoon on bus- a very good ice harvest.
Representative Abbott andfamily iness in connection with the Bank of
Wicbo Smith is moving his house
went to Santa Fe Thursday. While Springer.
hold goods to Raton this week.
we expect to lose sight of them for
A daughter was born to Mr, and
Robert Alldredge
returned from
sixty days, still we expect to hear
Y. Groen Monday.
Mrs.
Las eVgns yesterday morning. His
from and of them often.
Bert Rogers was in Raton Wednes
wife and daughter are expected home
day on business.
Mrs. William Ginn, a few years ago today.
Ed Brown and Billy Stevens arc
at their ranches today.
W. S. McCloud was elected justice
of the peace, with D. II. Sullivan for

HobbsRaton,
Hardw're
Co.
New Mexico

cents

Our line of groceries if
and the prices are lower
than many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy
groceries our line is unexcelled. Fresh ranch eggs, at low
prices. Topeka Creamery Butter at 85c per pound.
Our warehouse is full of feed bay and grain, and the prices
are very 'ow.

a

7

IS

2i p.m.

Train No.

SPORTING GOODS

MEN'S OVERALLS

Charette
J. R. Cimarron,

t

Stockman.

85c

(Si

4.ip.m.
4

Earl Like went down to Colmor
Mrs. A. J. Howell, years ago a res
ident of Springer, her husband being Monday, returning Tuesday.
in the drug business here, writes this
Bias Sanchez of Roy, an eastern
office from her home at Cline, Ari Mora county politician, was here
zona, she will trom this on read the
Thursday.

Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm (roods- - the kind
usually sold for SI .25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

FINE GROCERIES

'u

C. M. Bayne was elected justice of
Dr. Hopkins visited Maxwell City
the peace in precinct 6, Raton, hav professionally Monday.
ing no opposition. Springer Stock
Douglas Wright made a trip to
man.
Raton and return Thursday.

OUR. MOTTO: "Live and Let Live"
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8TATION

I xpressi

r First National
Bank

N. M.

Landscape Work for Parks

from
ion

Km

....

Cimarron,

1

3.30 p.m.

New Mexico

Frank

Wells Fargo
Train No.

Can be Sold For Aaywhere. Watch Inspectors for A.
T. & S. F. Ry., and S. L. R. M. & P. Ry.

COMPANY

RAILWAY

Passenger Schedule

Red River Notes

From The Prospector

j

Coasting
day.

is now the order of the

It is claimed that this section will
soon be added to the I'ecos forest
reserve.
All the caol companies

of Colfax

county have raised the wages of
their employes 10 per cent.
An objectionable feature to sowing
wild oats is that they invariably take
root in other people's fields.

The Sunday evening class meltings
and the prayer meetings Wednesday
evenings will commence at 7:30 p.
. sharp.
Charles Cannon left yesterday for
the lumber camp of Thomas Haywood. He will be the blacksmith at

that

place.

1

From the Raton Range.
The Raton high school basket bait
team has challenged the Trinid.nl
twelfth grade boys team and our
boys will meet them Saturday night,
They will play a return
Jan. 2().
game in Trinidad a week later, Saturday night, Feb, 2.
Mrs. Elijah Johnson, who has s
long been an invalid, has been so low
for the last two days, that her life ii
despaired of.

constable.
The many friends of Rev. Burcb
Otto Norcm and family were here are glad to see him on the .streets
Monday.
They will return to Daw- after a serious protracted illness.
son after a short residence in Colo-

rado.
Smith ami Kits shipped their alfal
of the peace at Elizabetlitown, re- fa, four car loads, to K: l.m yesterday.
I)r. Hopkins, of Springer, made a
ceiving 38 vtes to his opponents, B.
professional visit to this vicinity last
J. Young
and Niles 13. Monday.
17 votes
SpiniKT was elected constable, reE. K. Manning is loading several
ceiving 9 votes to his opponents, cars with alfalfa this week for Raton,
Mantis Galagher 1 and M. Hudson (iarret Ercckson, of La, Ccuva, New
Mexico, was here Tluusday and Fri'5day. He was accompanied home by
Uncle Jesse Montgomery, who will
J. M. Mead is working the assessment on the Ethel and May Ann make an extended visit with them.
DIXIE.
group of claims. This property is a
copper property and owned by Mr.
Fraud Haddon and family came in
Moad and A. D. Hawk.
l
evening HJ
H'llI .J.I1IIU.I
H. C. Logan is working the Burro Mrs. Haddon's parents, Mr. and unci
Mrs.
load on Moad mountain.
Last year R. L. Poolers of Taos, N. M., who
Mr. Logan besides
doing a large are on their way to Denver, pasing
amount of other work run a fifty through Trinidad this morning, and
foot tunnel in the Klondike-Alph- a
1, ......
V- f- . P....I.,
...:i
...i (fu, .. .,
...
..tt.i Maw iy uiiuvi
ail
group of claims, the tunnel was six nnriifinil t1irri
Wnt.t
cm f
feet fivde and over seven feet high. accompanied them. The Poolers were
Mr. Logan is over 72 years old and former old residents of Las Aauimas
an old veteran of the civil war.
nty having resided at Stonewall
Dr. C. R. Bass of Elizabethtown, for years. Trinidad Chronicle-News- .
-

The Raton National bank held it
annual meeting on the fifteenth. All
the old members i f the board were
except Al. McCready, vlu
has moved to .V:.iqueruc, and wa
Judge C. M. Baync
unable to serve.
was elected to fill the vacancy.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Studley wilt
leave for Santa Fe, today to take ur
their residence until the close of the
present session of the legislature. Mr.
Studley will represent the Fifth legislative district, comprising
Colfax
and Mora counties.

l.l.-i-

-

rt--

J. II. Hayilen
is

visiting

E. A.

Spring
Fairbanks and other

of Colorado

friends. Mr. Hay den lived here twenty years ago and has a very friendly
feeling for Raton. He predicts 0,000
people will be the number of Raton's
population in three years. Here's:

"hopin."
Pieno Del Dosso, who has a num
ber of excellent mining properties in
the district, left yesterday for Trini
John 1 lixenhaugh, county assessor,
dad where he expects to spend the was called to Questa last week on
and
J. C. King, proprietor of tbe
Alexia
Duncan,
Mist
who
has
been
professional business.
One of the
winter with his family.
Palace bar, left on Tuesday for Catasons of the late Francisco Rail was quite ill for the past week, is
lina Islands to spend a month for re
Herman, Funk was elected justice very low.
creation.

'

Cn

-

-

Sunshine Territory
THE CAPITAL
As a Mining Field Maxwell

ESA FARMER
AT

L

Continued from first page

The El Paso Herald, hits the nail ing out, that in New Mexico there are
on the head in the following recent as good mining propositions as any
that are obtainable at fair price in
editorial:
"New Mexico, so long overlooked Mexico and prices in New Mexico in
by the crowd in the rush for profit- general range far below prices for
able mining fields, is coming to the properties of like excellence in bet
front. Some big interests are taking ter developed territories, simply be
hold in the territory, and the next cause of the timidity of capital.
With unprecendented activity in
five years will witness, not a revival
of the old boom days but something mining everywhere, and in all metal
far better than that, the erection of markets, this is New Mexico's chance.
the nSining industry in New Mexico Her silver, copper, lead and zinc
on a firm basis of proved properties, should be opened up on a big, broad
unlimited capital and intelligent di- scale, and her. minfral resources
turned into the world's industry and
rection.
"Like the pot of gold at the rain- converted into wealth. By applying
bow's end, the richest mineral seems modern scientific methods and broad- to the speculative and inexperienced guaged principles of management dis
eye always to lie over the next ridge, tricts in New Mexico that have befti
or in the next county, or beyond the practically unknown or almost de
international boundary. The truth spised will take their place among the
i
as careful investigators are find richest producers in the west."

bringing it closer to market. There
dwelling
are now about seventy-fiv- e
houses in the mining camp and
laree amusement hall in course of
construction. I pased there the other
openings will be made to other
mines.
'

"The Yankee people are acquiring
title to all of the coal lands in the
They are giving
immediate vicinity.
the farmers from $5 to $8 an acre, I
am told for the coal privileges under
the lands leaving the farmers the surface which is worth from $3 to ?io
an acre. There are three openings
to the mines now in operation and
openings will be made to ther mines
Two New Railroads in Operation.
"Raton's growth in the past year
has been astonishing. This is largely
two new
due to the building ot
railroads there. The Santa Fe, Rat n
and Eastern railroad is in operation
ijnrl
Kutii'OKti
mil VrnL-'are being laid to Des Moines. Two
freight and one pasengcr train are
being run daily over the completed
part of the road from the coal camp
to Raton.
The St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain and Pacific railroad is running trains between Raton and Cimarron, and the track has already been
laid to Ute Creek,
fourteen miles
above Cimarron.
"The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
and Pacific railroad opens up and
develop
a vast area of coal and
timber lands that have heretofore
inaccessible,
There have been in tile
neighborhood of seventy-fiv- e
cars of
cattle shipped from Cimarron over
the new railroad to Kansas City and
different points in Colorado and Kansas for feeding purposes.
A round
house
shop are being
built ;'.t Cimarron."
Suggests Plan Road Commissioners.
"I saw an editorial in the New
Mexican a few days ago advocating

RfliftJERAL LAN

(11
41

Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore: awaiting Development

Cold Silver Copper
ron
Our Mining Regulations are very favorable to the Prospector. These Regulations apply to all Mineral Lands
contained within the Boundaries of the
Grant in New Mexico except reserva-

f

TAOS PUEBLO
AND INHABITANTS
In
New

e

tía--

appointment

r--

a

the beautiful Taos valley,

in

Mexico, less than 350 miles
from Denver, and reached from Servilleta, a station on the Santa Fe
branch of the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad, is the ancient Indian village,
Pueblo dc Taos.
The two great buildings one five
and the other seven stories high, in
habited by more than 400 people
are considered the most interesting
as well as tne most pertect speci
mens of early Indian architecture.
Inhabited ' no otic knows how long,
but certainly more than 500 years,
they are in a perfect state of preservation.
The Indians, who liave lived at
Taos for generations are simple, quiet
and peaceful and in a small way tillers of the soil. Aside from short
journeys into tne neighboring mountains, they never leave the Taos val- ley.
r:
1
Like all 'Indian tribes, they are
very superstitious, believing in an
kinds of signs and workings of supernatural powers. Although taught the
Cathidic religion by the Spaniards
anil using the Mexican language even
more freely
than their own the
priests of whom there are several are

territorial road

commissioner.
Not havinir
investi
gated the matter
thoroughly and
jumping at conclusions I am not in
favor of it. I think a better plan
!
would be to divide our counties into
road districts composed of the different precinct and every general
election held the people should se-- f
leet three men in their respective districts to act, as road supervisors
wunotti compensation t lie same as
' school directors 'and that the general
'road and bridge levy that is authorized by law be apportioned by the
county treasurer the same as the
, school money, is, now distributed by
stlie county superintendent of schools.
At these genera! elections the people if they so desire in each district
might voK' on an .extra levy. Such
levy when collected "would be placed
to the credit of that particular district. In (hat way we would have
men acquainted with each
locality
ami with it- - need-- , and who would be
personally interested in having good
roads.
Colfax County in Good Financial

French.
j
The dances, constitute an import
ant feature in all of their worship or
of prayer to the Almighty Chief. Of
festival days there are many, the
most important being the feast of San
Gerónimo, celebrated on the 30th of
September.
In the early morniug of St. Jer
ill

black-robeome s day, a
Indian
makes a recitation from the top of
the pueblo to the assembled multitude below.
In the plaza stands a pine' tree pole
fifty feet in height, and from a cross-piec- e
at the top dangles a live sheep.
Ileside the sheep, a garland of such
fruit and vegetables as the valley
produces, together with a basket of
bread and grain, hangs from the pole.
The bell in the little adobe chapel
sounds and a few of the Indians go
in to mass.
After the services are
concluded, a procession is formed
ami marches to the race track, which
is a quarter of a mile in length. The
runners of whom there are fifty are
naked except for a breech cloth, and
are painted no two alike. Fifty other
il

Condition.
"The finances of Colfax county are
in good shape. Our general county
fund is the only one in which care
wi! have to be exercised in its management. T1k credit of the county is
vey good. The county commissioners have jut refunded
worth
of 7 per cent bonds into
five per
tent boinN with a bonus besides of
'tuethill g over

"BOOST" YOUR TOWN.

r. very cnance you get, boost your
town.
If you are a merchant, and
a stranger enters your place of business, be he
or capitalist, make
NEW QUARANTINE STATION.
his acquaintance and 'tart into boosting Albuquerque with ,ill the energy
From the Raton Range.
and vim there is in you.
Talk to
The City of Raton and Colfax
him as though you were a book agent
County have erected and equipped
,
(l, s,.
ml ;l "m,,roi.0o bound
volume.'' '.' I- t- is seeking health, an elegant quarantine station at the
of two thousand dollars which is
') r tilarc where coot
and dei-reto i ...
now
ready for use.
j
he will be benefited.
::,;re- - upon
T!
building is 32S24 feet, built of
I
his mind that he needn't
. t;. cut
and stone, it is divided into
further; that he has arrived in a tivn
that is famous the world over as a r o wards for male and female, fur- lings consists of 12 hospital cots
health resort.
If he is looking for
a (dace to invest his money, point out with the best of bedding.
Bath, laboratory, fumigating room
the vast opportunities that lie in v.mr
city for him to double his money. kitchen and toilets comprise the other
Let boosting f,,rcver be your motto. departments.
The kitchen is well furnished, with
Subscribe for the Cimarron News-Pres- the other modern conveniences makIt will cost you just two dol- ing the building a model for its purlars a year. Address, the Cimarron pose.
The board of health advised its
Publishing Co., Cimarron, N. M.
erection because of the different
diseases in the surrounding
Married at Estancia.
H. B. Miller, fireman on the Swas- cities.
They have made arrangement to
tika route, returned Friday with his
bride, who was Miss Lulu Bucklcn place a competent nurse in charge if
f'f Estancia.
the occassion demands it.
Mr. Miller went to Estancia a
The Maxwell Land Co. donated
ago. and the wedding occur- one and a half acres of land one mile
red at the residence of the bride's east of the city on which this modern
parents. Cimarron people will wel- building is located.
come the young people heartily, and
the best wishes of a host of friends
The Cimarron News-Pres- s
will be
greet them on their
the stockman's paper, the fruit grow- h-- j

;

s.

few-day-s

home-comin-

'

'

:

-

tions indicated on the mineral maps
published by the Company

runners to contest with these arrive
from the pueblo just across the di
viding stream. Two runners from
each side dart down the track. No
sooner do they reach the goal than
two others start off and thus for
two hours the races continue in re
lays of twos. The victorious side is
given the privilege of electing the
governor for both pueblos for the en
suing year.
In the afternon

.

Within this reservation Special

Ar-

rangements will be made with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are
prepared to develop the same

All 'Conditions'-"--

dances

by

hide-eous-

ly

painted clowns and mirth-makeare followed by mimic attempts to climb the pole, which is at
last accomplished, and amid the yells
of the onlookers the sheep, fruit and
grain are thrown to the ground and
carried off amidst the wildest excitement and St. Jerome is supposed to
rejoice in this happy conclusion of
the festival in his honer. Equally interesting ceremonies begin the night
before
and
continue
Christmas
through the holiday period.
Two and a half miles from the Indian pueblo is the 'historic old Mexican town of Fernandez de Taos, with
its primitive
adobe structures, the
home in times gone by of many famous westerners.
Pueblo de Taos and Fernandez de
Taus arc so queer, quaint and curious that at all times can be found
there a colony of artists and writers
studying the Indian and Mexican
traits. Frank P. Sanerwen and Bert
Greer Phillips have studios in Taos,
while Frederick Remington, E. L.
Blumeuschein and Curtis, the photo
grapher of Indians, periodically visit
that locality for new subjects.
Last week George L. Beau was in
wonderfully artistic view of this
Taos and succeeded in getting a
pueblo from a new point of view,
d
which we reproduce. The low
structure in the foreground
is the entrance to an estufa or kiva,
the council chamber of the Delight
Makers, one of the mysterious Indian
by
orders so beautifully described
Bandolier in his story of the same
name. The tall poles are the arms
of a ladder leading to the subterranean chamber.
Tourists visit Taos at
all seasons but in greatest numbers
So easy
on the festival occasions.
of access is that most interesting
spot that preparations are being made
to entertain large crowds on the occasion of future holiday celebrations.
well-shape-

:; ::

newspaper for evers' paper, and
erybody, except the knockers. It will
be a booster's paper. If you suba

scribe it will do you ood. It is sold
at two dollars a year. Address News-Pres- s,
Cimarron, N. M.

are. favorable to the success of the
'
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ForfurtherJnformation write
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CIMARRON. NEW MEXICO

New

EVJexico

is the

COMING
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States. Colfax
County is the Most Promising
Section of New Mexico. Cimarron is in the best part of
Colfax County.
of the United

Do you Want Land?

Do you Want Town Lots?
Do you Wan t Mi ni ng Propetty?
IF YOU DO I CAN SERVE YOU
i

rt

Win

SHOULD ADVERTISE
MORE EXTENSIVELY
Many merchants do not advertise
their business sufficiently because
they think of the cost of newspaper
space, never 'stopping to consider
that newspaper space, properly used,
paying investment.
is an interest
Many times a merchant will crowd
a full page "ad" into a quarter page
space, thinking that he is saving
On the conmoney by so doing.
trary, he is cheating himself and he
will find
that instead of saving
money he is producing a loss in his
People like to read large,
business.
and
advertisements,
they hesitate a long time about reading condensed or crowded "ads"
Enlarge your ad
poorly displayed.
and increase your business.
d

M. Aronson
was a passenger to
Dawson on Sunday's train from

)

If
I

you Have Property For Sale
can find you a Buyer if you
will list it with me.

you Own a Home, or other
Insurable Property I can Insure it.
If

F. A. Haimbaugti
Cimarron,
New Mexico.,

